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Overview

6590Dry Weight (lb)131Length (in)

2+7Turbine Stages (LP+HP)11Bypass Ratio

1+3+10Compressor Stages (F+LP+HP)33Flat Rating Temp (C)

70Fan Diameter (in)22900 - 32900Max Thrust (lb)

The CFM LEAP engine family is the latest in the line of CFM International engines and builds on the success of the 
CFM56 Series. Airbus and Boeing have selected the LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B to power their re-engine A320neo and 737 
MAX respectively, while COMAC has selected the LEAP-1C to power the C919. To date, all engines in the family have 
been jointly certified by the US Federal Aviation Authority and European Aviation Safety Agency with entry into service of 
the A320neo in 2016 and the 737 Max in 2017.

CFM International have claimed that the engine is capable of delivering a 15% improvement in fuel consumption yet 
maintain comparable reliability and maintenance costs as the CFM56 Family. To reach these goals, the manufacturer has 
optimised the already successful two spool architecture by increasing the core pressure and temperature with the support 
of advanced materials such as Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs). Advanced carbon composites Twin-Annular Pre-
Swirl (TAPS II) combustor is fitted to the engine to reduce the flame temperature with claims that this will enable NOx 
emissions to be up to 50% lower than CAEP/6 (Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection) standards.

The market for the CFM LEAP series of engines is performing well with over 11,000 orders currently placed across all 
platforms. During 2017, a number of issues had arisen on both LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. Evidence of premature 
thermal barrier coating loss on High Pressure Turbine discs in both families has prompted CFM to investigate ways to 
ensure the engine remains on-wing despite the erosion. Manufacturing quality issues on LEAP-1A turbine discs have 
resulted in early shop visits for affected engines and caused delays to the delivery stream as the disc manufacturer 
rectifies the issue.
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As a younger engine much of the outlook for the fleet is dependent on the current and future orderbook. It continues to set 

new highs with easyJet recently announcing in July 2022, it has extended its selection agreement for LEAP-1A engines to 

power the 56 Airbus A320neo family aircraft planned to be delivered between 2026 and 2028. This brings easyJet’s total 

A320neo family order commitment to 227. The same month saw Air France KLM finalise the purchase of 200 LEAP-1A 

engines to power its new fleet of A320neo and A321neo aircraft. Orderbooks have now started to thin especially with the 

cost of borrowing going up. In March 2022, Jet2 plc selected LEAP-1A engines to power its order for up to 75 A321Neo 

aircraft. The order includes spare engines and a long-term services support agreement. EasyJet reported in July 2022, 

that they have selected LEAP-1A to power 56 Airbus A320neo family aircraft planned to be delivered between 2026 and 

2028. The market sentiment for the LEAP-1A engines seem very positive, with buyers looking to pay over the list price to 

get their hands on the asset.

The majority of trades around these engines are through sale and leaseback transactions with lease rate factors 

reportedly down to as low as 0.6%. Some further purchases direct from the OEMS have been noted though discounts are 

limited and rare even for operators. Cost escalations are impacting all engines in 2023 and the LEAP-1A is no exception 

with escalations of 10-12% to be expected. Values are still currently tied to OEM prices at this stage in the engine life and 

as such base and market values should be expected to jump once these figures are published.

Along with the LEAP-1B and PW1100G these LEAP-1A engines remain the most in demand with few examples coming to 

market and bidders pushing for increasing higher values and low lease rate requirements. To many this is untenable, and 

the expectation is that with inflation and cost of capital increasing lease rate factors should move towards a healthier 0.7% 

as the market continues to recover.

Beyond teething issues and hospital visits shop visit demand remains in the earliest stages for the engine type and is 

expected to pick up towards the end of the decade. IBA opinion for the engine is very positive looking forwards with a 

sizeable orderbook and strong demand from the market.

Commentary
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This report has been prepared by IBA Group Limited (IBA) and its applicability is limited to the Assets appraised herein 
(Assets).

This report sets out IBA’s honestly held assessment in relation to the Assets, but it is not intended to act as a 
recommendation as to whether you should take, or refrain from taking, any action. You acknowledge that this report is 
provided on an ‘as is’ basis and has not been prepared to meet your individual requirements.

In preparing this report, IBA has assumed that any information obtained from third parties is complete, accurate and not 
misleading. However, IBA gives no warranty as to the completeness or accuracy of any of the information contained in 
this report and you acknowledge that your use of, or reliance on, such information is solely at your own risk.

IBA shall not be liable to you (whether such liability arises in contract, tort or otherwise) for any loss arising out of, or in 
connection with, this report except in the event of IBA’s gross negligence or wilful misconduct. Under no circumstances 
shall IBA be liable to you for any indirect, special or consequential damages, loss, costs, claims or expenses of any kind.

The aggregate liability of IBA to you for loss arising out of, or in connection with, this report caused or contributed to by 
IBA shall not exceed the fee paid by you for this report.

The contents of this report are confidential and should not be made available to any other party without our prior 
written consent. Without prejudice to the foregoing, IBA shall not be responsible or liable for any third party’s use of, or 
reliance on, this report.

Disclaimer
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